Comprehensive Examination Evaluation Form: Publication Option

Please evaluate each criterion from 0-5 as described below.

Score

[ ] Contributes to the field of Social and Cultural Studies in Education or the Foundations of Education

[ ] Provides a coherent, intellectually defensible conceptual/philosophical framework

[ ] Engages in methods/argumentation that effectively satisfy the question or purpose of the project

[ ] Demonstrates scholarly writing

[ ] AVERAGE SCORE

Scoring: 4-5 = Strong pass; 3-3.9 = Pass; 1-2.9 = Fail

OVERALL RECOMMENDATION

Papers should be evaluated along the standard levels of readiness for publication listed below. Please tick the appropriate box:

[ ] Accept, no revision needed  [ ] Revise and resubmit, substantial revision required

[ ] Accept, with minor revision  [ ] Reject

Comments to the author: